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BCA (PART III) EXAMINATION- 2018 

(Faculty of Science) 

(Three-Year Scheme of 10+2+3 Pattern) 

Paper- 336 (B) 

PHP 

Time Allowed: Three Hours 

Maximum Marks-100 

Answer of all the questions (short answer as well as descriptive) are to be given in the main answer-book only.  

Answers of short answer type questions must be given in sequential order. Similarly, all the parts of one question of 
descriptive part should be answered at one place in the answer-book. One complete question should not be answered 
at different places in the answer-book.  

Write your roll number on question paper before start writing answers of questions.   

PART-I: (Very short answer) consists of 10 questions of 2 marks each. Maximum limit for each question is up to 40 
words. 

PART-II: (Short answer) consists of 5 questions of 4 marks each. Maximum limit for each question is upto 80 words. 

PART-III: (Long answer) consists of 5 questions of 12 marks each with internal choice. 

 

PART - I 

1. (a) Explain evolution of PHP 

 (b) How we can define Numeric Arrays? 

 (c) What do you mean by Strings? 

 (d) Explain the returning value from function. 

 (e) What is Client Side Scripting? 

 (f) Explain the Jumping Statement. 

 (g) What is the use of request variable explain? 

 (h)How we can define session management in PHP? 

 (i)  Define deleting a file in file handling? 

 (j) What are update & select operations in PHP?    

 

PART II 

2. (a) Explain operators and expressions in PHP? 

 (b) Explain Ifs and Nested Ifs in PHP with coding. 

 (c) How we can define returning value from function in PHP? 

 (d) How we can Handling Cookies in PHP Explain in detail?  

 (e) Explain opening and closing file in PHP with example. 
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PART III 

 

3. Explain the variable and constant with example? 

OR 

 Explain various data types supported by PHP environment. 

 

4. Explain various statements used in PHP. Write a PHP code to print the factorial value in PHP 

OR 

 Write a PHP program code to sort an array of 10 elements in descending order using PHP 

5. Write short notes on string function. 

OR 
 Write PHP code to create the even and odd series in PHP 

 

6. How  we can define the error, by catch & throw in PHP Exception Handling ? 

OR 

 What is URL encryption and security functions in PHP. 

 

7. Write a program code with PHP to copying an entered data and renaming the entered data in MY SQL database. 

OR 

 How the established connectors with MY SQL database in details. 


